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Page 2 INTRODUCTION TO PACKET RADIO - PART 5 - by Larry Kenney, WB9LOZ 

USING A PACKET BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM 
 

In this part of the series I will introduce you to the basics of bulletin board system (BBS) use; 

 in part 6  I will discuss BBS commands in detail. 

There are now dozens of different packet radio bulletin board system programs available to the  

packet community.  You might find a few minor differences in the commands used, but for the most part they are the same. 

If you find that a command does not function as I describe here, use the ? or H - HELP command to get more specific    

details for the BBS program you're using. 

 

You connect to a BBS exactly the same way as you connect any other station. Don't forget the SSID for the BBS callsign if 

one is required.  Once you're connected, you will receive a welcoming message, information for that particular BBS and 

some basic instructions.  Read the information and the instructions carefully.  The first or second time you connect you 

might receive a request to enter your name, QTH, zip code and home BBS for the system's user file.  Some systems will 

simply ask you for the information, while others will ask you to "register".  On some systems, the software will not allow 

you to use any of the commands except HELP until you have entered this information. 

 

After you receive the welcoming message and information from the BBS, you should note that the last line ends with a >.  

This is known as the PROMPT. When the BBS sends the prompt it is telling you that it has finished sending you informa-

tion, and it is waiting for you to tell it what to do next. You do this by sending it a command.  You must follow each     

command by a carriage return <CR>, just like on your TNC, which you send by hitting the "Enter" or "Return" key. 

 

When checking in to a BBS for the first time, you should become familiar with the commands available to you.  Enter a ? or 

H and read the general instructions for the BBS you're using.  It should tell you how to get a list of the commands that are 

available.  Review the command list to see what features the BBS offers.   

 

When entering a BBS command, you must be careful to enter it exactly as the program requires.  Some commands are just a 

single letter, while other commands require added information.  Computers are not very forgiving and expect things to be 

entered in proper form.  Enter only one command at a time, and be sure to read the information that is sent to you by the 

BBS. Take your time, check out the various features that the BBS offers and enjoy yourself.  There's no need to feel rushed 

or intimidated.  If you get to a point where you don't know what to do next, don't give up and disconnect.  Enter a ? or H 

again for further assistance.  That's what the help information is there for!  Remember this important point: whenever 

you're using a BBS and you don't know what to do next, enter a ? or H for the HELP instructions.  I suggest that you make a 

printed copy of the complete help document so that you have the information available as a reference when using the BBS. 

 

Now let's go through the basic procedures you should follow when checking into a BBS.  After you connect and receive the 

welcome message, you will receive a list of your mail if there are any personal messages addressed to your callsign.  Enter 

the command RN to read your mail.  (If that command isn't available, note the message numbers and then enter: R followed 

by the message numbers, separating each by a space.  Example: R 24112 24174) 

 

If there were messages addressed to you, you should erase or "kill" them once you've read them.  You can do this with the 

"KM" command, which means "Kill Mine".  This command will erase all messages that are addressed to you that have been 

read.  You can also kill each message individually by entering K XXXX, where the X's are the message number. 

 

After reading your mail, the next thing I recommend that you do is list the new messages, by entering L.  The BBS program 

updates the user file each time you check in, logging the latest message number.  The next time you check in, only the new 

messages that have been received by the system are included in your list.  The first time you check in, you might want to 

avoid using L by itself.  Many systems have more than 1000 active messages available, and since you haven't seen any of 

them, the L will list all of them for you.  As an alternative, I suggest that you use the LL (LIST LAST) command.  You en-

ter LL followed by a space and then the number of messages you'd like to see, such as LL 30 to list the last 30 messages 

that were received by the BBS.  When you receive the list, you'll note that each message has a number, and that the size of 

the message, the topic, the originating station, a date and time, the subject, and other information are given.  I will discuss 

each of these parts later in the series.  For now, note the numbers of the messages you're interested in reading - that's the 

number to the far left of the screen. 

 

Some BBS programs have a paging feature that will send just enough information to fill your screen and then stop.            

You simply enter a CR by hitting the "Enter" or "Return" key to tell the BBS to continue.  When listing the new messages, 

you might have the option of reading the ones you're interested in before continuing with another page from the message 

list.  As mentioned earlier, be sure to read the information that is sent to you by the BBS program before you proceed with 

your next operation. To read the messages you're interested in, you enter R XXXX, where the Xs represent the message 

number (s), such as R 14521 14528.  Note that there is a space between the command and the number.  If the paging feature 

is not available or not turned on, it's best to "capture" your messages or have your printer turned on when reading messages.  

They're apt to come in faster than you're able to read them.   
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(By "capture" I mean using your communications program to save incoming data to a file.  You can read it  

later after you've disconnected from the BBS.) 

 

Once you've read all the messages you're interested in, you have several options.  You can look back at old messages, 

send messages to other stations, see what's available in the file directories - the BBS library, download a file, upload a 

file, check the list of stations that have recently checked in to the BBS or stations that have been heard on the BBS 

frequency, check the status of the BBS to find out what other stations are connected and who has mail waiting for 

them, or a variety of other 

things.  We look at the BBS commands in detail in part 6 and explain how to do all of these things and more. 

 

Oh, so that we don't leave you connected forever, when you're ready to leave the BBS, enter a B.  You should always 

use the B command rather than disconnecting so that the system updates your user file.  

End - continued in Part 6 

 Seen on the SARL VHF Digital Forum I quote 

from Dick ZS6BUN's posting : 

There is an interesting development on the HF 

bands...... 

A bunch of guys gather on www.chris.org/cgi-bin/

jt65talk and arrange skeds on the HF bands using the 

WSJT JT65a mode. This mode was originally designed 

for 50MHz EME but is now being used on 7.076, 

10.146, 14.076 and the other HF bands for weak signal 

QSOs. 

Running 50w  to a dipole can get you round the world. 

There's no "harum scarum" fast typing, just a leisurely 

click of the mouse here and there between sips of  

coffee. 

Those lads up in Pietersburg are even on "Top 

Band" ( now there's an expression out of the history of 

amateur radio!) with JT65a. 

73 Dick ZS6BUN 

 VHF  CONDITIONS 

If you want to know if VHF ducting is taking place in 

South Africa and surrounding areas, then go on the 

Internet and  view  the Hepburn Charts (VHF propa-

gation maps), they are very accurate and I often consult 

them before trying for long distance contacts  up and 

down the coast on SSB VHF on 144.200 Mhz. The site 

can be found at the following address:  

http://www.dxinfocentre.com/tropo_afi.html 

 

I talk to Glen ZS2GK at The Haven - 125 KM and Dave 

ZS5DJ - 325 KM on a regular evening  sked,   

Also AL ZS2U, Terry ZS2ABB, Mike ZS2FM  - 250 

KM using  a Horizontally polarized  Yagi aerial. 

 

 Phil - FR5DN - LG78qs  is also out there listening for 

more SA stations. ( He and Glen ZS2GK have already 

had a contact , which is a SA record) He has a beacon  

running. 

FR5DN/B 1800w ERP Horizontal to ZS - 144,400cw. 

Equipped with 8x21 on 432Mhz. 

 If you hear his beacon  give him a cell phone call and 

arrange an immediate sked. Cell : +(262) 692 56 26 97 

Look what Neil got for  Easter,  

we hear he’s going QRP on HF 

The 145.650 Mhz East London Repeater 

 Aerials and the Indian Ocean  beyond 

HUMOU -  A BLONDE JOKE 

A married couple were asleep when the phone 

rang at 2 in the morning. The very blonde wife 

picked up the phone,  listened a moment and said 

'How should I know, that's 200 miles from here!' 

and hung up.  

The husband said, 'Who was that?'  

The wife answered, 'I don't know, some woman 

  - The family lawyer will read the will tomorrow at 

the residence of  Mr. Hannon, who died June 19 to  

accommodate his relatives. 
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 PANET-HUNTING TERRITORY 
 

   PASADENA, Calif. -- NASA's Kepler mission has taken its first images of the star-rich    

sky  .where it will soon begin hunting for    planets like Earth. The new "first light" images 

show the mission's  target patch of sky, a vast starry field in the Cygnus-Lyra region of our 

Milky Way galaxy. One image shows millions of stars in Kepler's full field of view,                 

 while two others zoom in on portions of the larger region. The images can be  seen online at:  

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/kepler/multimedia/20090416.html  

"Kepler's first glimpse of the sky is awe-inspiring," said Lia LaPiana, Kepler's program  

executive at NASA Headquarters  in Washington. "To be able to see millions of stars in a  

single snapshot is simply breathtaking."  

 

One new image from Kepler shows its entire field of view -- a 100-square degree portion of 

the sky, equivalent to two side-by-side dips of the Big Dipper. The regions contain an        

estimated 14 millions stars, more than 100,000 of which were selected as ideal candidates for planet hunting.  

 

Two other views focus on just one-thousandth of the full field of view. In one image, a cluster of stars located about 

13,000 light-years from Earth, called NGC 6791, can be seen in the lower left corner. The other image zooms in on a 

region containing a star, called Tres-2, with a known Jupiter-like planet orbiting every 2.5 days.  

 

"It's thrilling to see this treasure trove of stars," said William Borucki, science principal investigator for Kepler at 

NASA's Ames Research Center at Moffett Field, Calif. "We expect to find hundreds of planets circling those stars, and 

for the first time, we can look for Earth-size planets in the habitable zones around other stars like the sun."  

 

Kepler will spend the next three-and-a-half years searching more than 100,000 pre-selected stars for signs of planets. It is 

expected to find a variety of worlds, from large, gaseous ones, to rocky ones as small as Earth. The mission is the first  

with the ability to find planets like ours -- small, rocky planets orbiting sun-like stars in the habitable zone, where  

temperatures are right for possible lakes and oceans of water.  

 

To find the planets, Kepler will stare at one large expanse of sky for the duration of its lifetime, looking for periodic dips  

in starlight that occur as planets circle in front of their stars and partially block the light. Its 95-megapixel camera, the  

largest ever launched into space, can detect tiny changes in a star's brightness of only 20 parts per million. Images from 

the camera are intentionally blurred to minimize the number of bright stars that saturate the detectors. While some of the 

slightly saturated stars are candidates for planet searches, heavily saturated stars are not.  

 

"Everything about Kepler has been optimized to find Earth-size planets," said James Fanson, Kepler's project manager at   

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif. "Our images are road maps that will allow us, in a few years,  

to point to a star and say a world like ours is there." Scientists and engineers will spend the next few weeks calibrating  

Kepler's science instrument, the photometer, and adjusting the telescope's alignment to achieve the best focus. 

 Once these steps are complete, the planet hunt will begin.  

 

"We've spent years designing this mission, so actually being able to see through its eyes is tremendously exciting," said 

Eric Bachtell, the lead Kepler systems engineer at Ball Aerospace & Technology Corp. in Boulder, Colo.  

Bachtell has been working on the design, development and testing of Kepler for nine years. Kepler is a NASA Discovery 

mission.  

Ames is responsible for the ground system development, mission operations and science data analysis. JPL manages the 

Kepler mission development. Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. is responsible for developing the Kepler flight sys-

tem and supporting mission operations. For images, animations and more information about the Kepler mission, 

visit: http://www.nasa.gov/kepler. 

  

I wonder how many  ”Galactic Hams “   are out there listening our way ?  

and  I wonder when they will change the DXCC list !. 

 

Brought to you by Peter ZS2ABF. 

     

  

 

ZS2AHL 

WORRIED ? NO HUNGREY 

                                                                           

                       SEEN AT  

 

               THE SARL AGM    

                  CAPE TOWN 

ZS2BQ Paints the Skies 

 

Neil say’s  “Down Memory Lane” 
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JUNE      

 4 ZS2BC Karl-Heinz Buhmann  

 26  Steph Foxcroft 
Trevor 
ZS2BV 

 27  Lynnette Stewart Derek 

JUNE 8 ZS2AI Neil & Heather Holmes 

 9 
ZS2KW/
VW Ken & Val Wood 

Shack of the month -- Fred ZS2AP 

SHACK OF THE MONTH - FRED ZS2AP 

 Chairman's Chirp 
 Another month, another edition of FEEDBACK.  At least Peter ZS2ABF is kept out of mischief by  

gathering articles and info and then compiling our Newsletter each month. 

  

This past month, I had the privilege of attending the PEARS AGM together with Ivan ZS2ILN, Nick ZS2NB and Henry 

ZS2AHL.  I guess the folks down in Port Elizabeth were rather surprised to see us  pitch at their AGM en masse.  It turned 

out to be a lovely afternoon, just a pity we had to leave for our return trip before enjoying more socializing and a braai with 

our friends "down South".  Congratulations to Donovan ZS2DL and his Committee on their re-election and best of luck for 

the coming year in office. 

  

Tuesday 19th May was our monthly General Meeting which culminated in a social in the form of a bring  

and braai for members and their spouses.  Despite cooler weather, a good turnout was experienced  

and I think those present enjoyed the evening.  My apologies for ending the business part of the  

meeting a bit later than expected, resulting in fires that ended up past their sell-by-date.  Shows that  

nothing makes coals like genuine thorn-wood. 

  

A date to remember is the RTA in Port Elizabeth on 20th June.  It seems by all accounts that 

 this year's round of RTA's are even better than last year's.  Cost is only R30 per head entrance,  

which also enters you into the draw for an ICOM 2200H VHF mobile set. 

  

Until next month, greetings and best wishes from Anthony - ZS2BQ. 
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INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION/SHUTTLES, SCHEDULE.  

12 May Atlantis STS125 Lift off 1731Z to Hubble Telescope for last servicing. 

13 June Endeavour STS127 L/O 1119Z to ISS Third final part of the Kibo Lab. 

06 Aug Discovery STS128 to ISS Logistics mission and parts for Columbus lab. 

12 Nov Atlantis STS129 to ISS take up two spare gyroscopes.  

10 Dec Endeavour STS130 to ISS Node3 with the Euro built Cupola window. 

11 Feb 2010 Atlantis STS131 Logistics mission with stock of supplies. 

08 Apr Discovery STS132 Russian Research Module attached to rear of ISS. 

31 May Endeavour STS133 to ISS 15 day mission 35 orbital flight, All Shuttle Flights are subject 

to delays. 

Current Balun helps. 
 

A good current Balun can provide al lot of help in antenna problems. 

Example: 

At the H26 contest a week ago we used a G5RV at our local HAM group. There we noted, that high ground current 

was flowing from the transceiver to ground. Such ground current may produce a lot of negative effects, as:- increase 

of SWR 

- high RF field in shack (RFI) 

- reduction of radiated field 

- RF effects in microphone etc. 

 

Then, I inserted a current Balun between the transceiver and the antenna coax cable - and the ground current  

disappeared. It is a general recommendation to use a current Balun between coax and TCVR, as this only may be  

helpful without negative effects. The attenuation of the Balun is negligible, as this is just adding 60 cm of additional 

coax. 

 

How to build. 

An efficient current Balun for all HF bands is made as follows: Stack three ferrite toroids FT-140-43 and fix them 

together with some scotch or electric insulation tape. Then wind loosely RG-58 coax six times through these toroids 

and separate the individual windings, and solder a coax connector to both ends. Ready. 

This Balun serves up to 500 watt RF. 

This Balun serves also perfectly to feed a half wave dipole at the center  with a coax cable. This way the dipole is fed 

correctly. 

Best 73s. 

Felix HB9ABX 
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                                                                                                                               BITS & BYTES  

 

SPEED UP YOUR COMPUTER’S REACTION TIME 
Here are a few more tips to help sort out your computer. Most of these are aimed at Windows XP and having tried them I 

know that they work with the particular version of XP-pro that I use. They will most likely work with most versions of 

Windows, but I accept no responsibility if you find they are no good for your operating system. 

Since defragging the disk won't do much to improve Windows XP performance, here are 23 suggestions that will. Each can 

enhance the performance and reliability of your PC. Best of all, most of them will cost you nothing. 

 

1.) To decrease a system's boot time and increase system performance, use the money you save by not buying defragmenta-

tion software -- the built-in Windows defragmenter works just fine -- and instead equip the computer with an Ultra-133 or 

Serial ATA hard drive with 8-MB cache buffer. 

 

2.) If a PC has less than 512 MB of RAM, add more memory. This is a relatively inexpensive and easy upgrade that can 

dramatically improve system performance. 

 

3.) Ensure that Windows XP is utilizing the NTFS file system. If you're not sure, here's how to check: First, double-click 

the My Computer icon, right-click on the C: Drive, then select Properties. Next, examine the File System type; if it says 

FAT32, then back-up any important data. Next, click Start, click Run, type CMD, and then click OK. At the prompt, type 

CONVERT C: /FS:NTFS and press the Enter key. This process may take a while; it's important that the computer be unin-

terrupted and virus-free. The file system used by the bootable drive will be either FAT32 or NTFS. I highly recommend 

NTFS for its superior security, reliability, and efficiency with larger disk drives. 

 

4.) Disable file indexing. The indexing service extracts information from documents and other files on the hard drive and 

creates a "searchable keyword index." As you can imagine, this process can be quite taxing on any system. 

 

The idea is that the user can search for a word, phrase, or property inside a document, should they have hundreds or thou-

sands of documents and not know the file name of the document they want. Windows XP's built-in search functionality can 

still perform these kinds of searches without the Indexing service. It just takes longer. The OS has to open each file at the 

time of the request to help find what the user is looking for. 

 

Most people never need this feature of search. Those who do are typically in a large business environment where thousands 

of documents are located on at least one server. But if you're a typical home user, or small and medium business and if you 

have no need for this search feature, I recommend disabling it. 

 

Here's how: First, double-click the My Computer icon. Next, right-click on the C: Drive, then select Properties. Uncheck 

"Allow Indexing Service to index this disk for fast file searching." Next, apply changes to "C: subfolders and files," and 

click OK. If a warning or error message appears (such as "Access is denied"), click the Ignore All button. 

 

5.) Update the PC's video and motherboard chipset drivers. Also, update and configure the BIOS. 

 

6.) Empty the Windows Pre fetch folder every three months or so. Windows XP can "pre fetch" portions of data and appli-

cations that are used frequently. This makes processes appear to load faster when called upon by the user. That's fine. But 

over time, the pre fetch folder may become overloaded with references to files and applications no longer in use. When that 

happens, Windows XP is wasting time, and slowing system performance, by pre-loading them. Nothing critical is in this 

folder, and the entire contents are safe to delete. 

 

7.) Once a month, run a disk cleanup. Here's how: Double-click the My Computer icon. Then right-click on the C: drive 

and select Properties. Click the Disk Cleanup button  it's just to the right of the Capacity pie graph and delete all temporary 

files. 

 

8.) In your Device Manager, double-click on the IDE ATA/ATAPI Controllers device, and ensure that DMA is enabled for 

each drive you have connected to the Primary and Secondary controller. Do this by double-clicking on Primary IDE Chan-

nel. Then click the Advanced Settings tab. Ensure the Transfer Mode is set to "DMA if available" for both Device 0 and 

Device 1. Then repeat this process with the Secondary IDE Channel. 

 

9.) Upgrade the cabling. As hard-drive technology improves, the cabling requirements to achieve these performance boosts 

have become more stringent. Be sure to use 80-wire Ultra-133 cables on all of your IDE devices with the connectors prop-

erly assigned to the matching Master/Slave/Motherboard sockets. A single device must be at the end of the cable; connect-

ing a single drive to the middle connector on a ribbon cable will cause signaling problems. With Ultra DMA hard drives, 

these signaling problems will prevent the drive from performing at its maximum potential. Also, because these cables in-

herently support "cable select," the location of each drive on the cable is important. For these reasons, the cable is designed 

so drive positioning is explicitly clear. 
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10.) Remove all spyware from the computer. Use free programs such as AdAware by Lavasoft or SpyBot Search &       

Destroy. Once these programs are installed, be sure to check for and download any updates before starting your search. 

Anything   either program finds can be safely removed. Any free software that requires spyware to run will no longer func-

tion once the spyware portion has been removed; if you really wants the program even though it contains spyware, simply 

reinstall it. 

 

11.) Remove any unnecessary programs and/or items from Windows Startup routine using the MSCONFIG utility. Here's 

how: First, click Start, click Run, type MSCONFIG, and click OK. Click the Start Up tab, then uncheck any items you 

don't want to start when Windows starts. Unsure what some items are? Visit the WinTasks Process Library. It contains 

known system processes, applications, as well as spyware references and explanations. Or quickly identify them by search-

ing for the filenames using Google or another Web search engine. 

 

12.) Remove any unnecessary or unused programs from the Add/Remove Programs section of the Control Panel. 

 

13.) Turn off any and all unnecessary animations, and disable active desktop. In fact, for optimal performance, turn off all 

animations. Windows XP offers many different settings in this area. Here's how to do it: First click on the System icon in 

the Control Panel. Next, click on the Advanced tab. Select the Settings button located under Performance. Feel free to play 

around with the options offered here, as nothing you can change will alter the reliability of the computer only its 

responsiveness. 

 

14.) If you are an advanced user who is comfortable editing their registry, try some of the performance registry tweaks 

offered at Tweak XP. 

 

15.) Visit Microsoft's Windows update site regularly, and download all updates labeled Critical. Download any optional 

updates at your discretion. 

 

16.) Update anti-virus software on a weekly, even daily, basis. Have only one anti-virus software package installed. Mix-

ing anti-virus software is a sure way to spell disaster for performance and reliability. 

 

17.) Have fewer than 500 type fonts installed on your computer. The more fonts you have, the slower the system will be-

come. While Windows XP handles fonts much more efficiently than did the previous versions of Windows, too many 

fonts  that is, anything over 500 will noticeably tax the system. 

 

18.) Do not partition the hard drive. Windows XP's NTFS file system runs 

more efficiently on one large partition. The data is no safer on a separate partition, and a reformat is never necessary to 

reinstall an operating system. The same excuses people offer for using partitions apply to using a folder instead. For     

example, instead of putting all your data on the D: drive, put it in a folder called "D drive." You'll achieve the same organ-

izational benefits that a separate partition offers, but without the degradation in system performance. Also, your free space 

won't be limited by the size of the partition; instead, it will be limited by the size of the entire hard drive. This means you 

won't need to resize any partitions, ever. That task can be time-consuming and also can result in lost data. 

 

19.) Check the system's RAM to ensure it is operating properly. I recommend using a free program called MemTest86. 

The download will make a bootable CD or diskette (your choice), which will run 10 extensive tests on the PC's memory 

automatically after you boot to the disk you created. Allow all tests to run until at least three passes of the 10 tests are com-

pleted. If the program encounters any errors, turn off and unplug the computer, remove a stick of memory (assuming you 

have more than one), and run the test again. Remember, bad memory cannot be repaired, but only replaced. 

 

20.) If the PC has a CD or DVD recorder, check the drive manufacturer's Web site for updated firmware. In some cases 

you'll be able to upgrade the recorder to a faster speed. Best of all, it's free. 

 

21.) Disable unnecessary services. Windows XP loads a lot of services that you do not need. To determine which services 

you can disable, visit the Black Viper site for Windows XP configurations. 

 

22.) If you're sick of a single Windows Explorer window crashing and the taking the rest of your OS down with it, then 

follow this tip: open My Computer, click on Tools, then Folder Options. Now click on the View tab. Scroll down to 

"Launch folder windows in a separate process," and enable this option. You'll have to reboot your machine for this option 

to take effect. 

 

23.) At least once a year, open the computer's cases and blow out all the dust and debris. While you're in there, check that 

all the fans are turning properly. Also inspect the motherboard capacitors for bulging or leaks. Following any of these  

suggestions should result in noticeable improvements to the performance and reliability of your computer (s).  

 

73 from Geoff, G7SRI   
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POWER SUPPLIES  IN ABUNDANCE 
Power supplies are featured here and on the next page, interested ? then read on. 

 
Any electronics project will require a source of stable DC power. Batteries will fill the bill for most projects, you'll soon 

get tired of replacing or recharging them . That's when a good supply that operates from the AC mains will come in 

handy. Here are several circuits which should fill the bill.   

The simplest (and quickest) way to get 12 volts DC is from the ubiquitous AC adapter, most hams have several around 

the house. You simply plug it in and you've 12 volts at your fingertips, supplying up to one amp of current. You might 

even have something that'll meet the need in your junk box. Be aware that wall-warts don't always supply the cleanest 

DC. They're rarely regulated, and often poorly filtered; however, they may do the trick for you, and adding some extra 

filtering can work wonders (a 1000uf or 2200uf electrolytic cap is usually adequate -- just make sure the cap is rated at 

25V or greater).  

The next-easiest way to get clean DC is to poach it from your power-pack etc. By attaching a simple regulator circuit to 

your  power pack's "Fixed DC Output" terminals, you can have a solid 12 volt source for only a few Rands and about an 

hour's work. Don't forget the heat sink as the regulator will get quite help out Eskom to warm you up this winter. 

  

If you'd rather build a stand-alone supply, the next  circuits will supply you with up to one amp of clean DC.  

BE CAREFUL with the AC mains voltage and the primary wiring to the transformer -- if you're not very "electrical," 

please get help! Again, parts are readily available, and construction is quite straightforward   

 

"PICK-A-VOLTAGE" POWER SUPPLIES 

If you need a power supply with an output voltage other than 12 volts or if you'd like a supply with an adjustable output 

voltage (great for the bench)  the "Variable Voltage" supplies shown below could be just the ticket. You can tailor both 

the output voltage and the available current; the Component Selection Table shows you how to customize to your 

needs.   

  

DOES CAPACITOR SIZE MATTER ? 

Yes, the electrolytic filter capacitors shown in these circuits act as "charge reservoirs" (the "filter cap" is the one be-

tween the bridge rectifier and the regulator). They add charge during the peaks of the pulsating DC waveform (from the 

bridge rectifier), and supply charge during the waveform valleys. To a point, the more charge they can hold (i.e., their 

rating in microfarads or "uf"), the more DC current you can draw from the output. Of course, the transformer's  

secondary current rating must be at least equal to the amount of current you expect to draw. Capacitors can't create  

current . This point is well worth remembering. In order to determine the amount of current one can draw from a given 

filter capacitance: suppose we have a transformer with a 12.6 volt secondary, and we want an output of  12 volts DC; 

use a 1000uf cap and see what you get. Did you calculate .016 amps? "A mere 160 milliamps!?" you hint; "How do I 

get something like a whole amp?" It's just math ,  you want 6.3 times the current, try 6.3 times the capacitance, or 

6800uf (the nearest standard value equal to or greater than 6300). Does the math work now? It should; if not, go back 

and try again and make sure your transformer can supply at least one amp! One more thing: capacitors  also have a rated 

voltage. This is a very important spec, as it determines what voltage the cap can actually hold.  As a rule of thumb,   

select a cap rated at twice the voltage you expect to see on that cap. For example, a filter cap is on the output of a   

transformer with a 12.6 volt secondary; so, use a filter cap with at least a 25V rating (higher ratings are fine). [Note to 

the electronically sophisticated: Yes, I do understand the difference between RMS and peak voltages., and I know I've 

simplified the math here. But it works so there !. 

 

CONSTRUCTION HINTS & TIPS 

1. Don't forget the heat sink on the voltage regulator IC; get the best one you can find. Depending on the output voltage     

    and load current, that little regulator can get very hot! 

2. The LED power-on indicator is optional. I happen to like green LEDs for power-on indicators, but some folks prefer      

    red  if you're of the red persuasion, cut the value of  feed resistor in half (e.g., instead of 2.7K, use 1.5K, etc). 

3. If the supply is located more than 300mm from the load, you may want to add another electrolytic cap across the "+"  

    and "-" leads close to the load. Use a 1000uf/35V unit or a 1000uf/50V cap. 

4. BE CAREFUL wiring up the transformer primary and  

    connecting to the240VAC mains current; this  

    voltage is DANGEROUS! If you're not comfortable  

    doing this, get help from another  

    ham or electrician.  

  

  
VOLTS AMPS 

20 13.80 



POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
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Here’s a, 30 Amp supply and it’s 

easy to construct.  Needs a large 

Heat Sink on the TIP2955’s. 

An old computer P.S.U. fan 

would also be an advantage. 

Make sure the Transformer  and  

Bridge rectifier can handle the 

load. 

Here is a complete , fixed 12.48 volt D. C. Power supply. Add more pass (Q1) transistors for more amperage 

HOME MADE 
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4 meters  
After many months of trying, Andre zs2acp and I 

eventually made it on 4 M MS on phone on 06 May 

'09. It  took about 25 minutes to complete with 5/5 

reports both ways. There were some massive bursts 

on SK441 earlier (up to 8 seconds) and this 

prompted us to go 'phone. 

Paul ZS6NK KG46rc 6 M DXCC # 461 6 M EME 

WAC # 2 

Hi Andre and Paul, 

  Congratulations to Andre ZS2ACP and Paul 

ZS6NK on your historic 70   MHz SSB Meteor Scat-

ter  record over 1184 km. You are now the holders   

of both the digital and analogue MS SARL records. 

VY FB! 

 73 Mike Bosch ZS2FM 

Sun Oddly Quiet -- Hints at Next "Little Ice Age"? 
 National geographic news. 4 May 2009 

Local Cooling 

For hundreds of years scientists have used the number of 

observable sunspots to trace the sun's roughly 11-year cycles 

of activity. Sunspots, which can be visible without a tele-

scope, are dark regions that indicate intense magnetic activity 

on the sun's surface. Such solar storms send bursts of charged 

particles hurtling toward Earth that can spark auroras, disrupt   

satellites, and even knock out electrical grids. 

In the current cycle, 2008 was supposed to have been the low 

point, and this year the sunspot numbers should have begun 

to climb. But of the first 90 days of 2009, 78 have been sun-

spot free. Researchers also say the sun is the dimmest it's 

been in a hundred years. 

The Maunder Minimum corresponded to a profound lull in 

sunspots-astronomers at the time recorded just 50 in a 30-

year period. If the sun again sinks into a similar depression, 

at least one preliminary model has suggested that cool spots 

could crop up in regions of Europe, the United States, and 

Siberia. 

During the previous event, though, many parts of the world 

were not affected at all, said Jeffrey Hall, an astronomer and 

associate director at Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Ari-

zona. "Even a grand minimum like that was not having a 

global  effect," he said. 

 

Wild Cards and Uncertainties 

Changes in the sun's activity can affect Earth in other ways, 

too. For example, ultraviolet (UV) light from the sun is not 

bottoming out the same way it did during the past few visual 

minima. "The visible light doesn't vary that much, but UV 

varies 20 percent, [and] x-rays can vary by a factor of ten," 

Hall said. "What we don't understand so well is the impact of 

that differing spectral irradiance." Solar UV light, for exam-

ple, affects mostly the upper layers of Earth's atmosphere, 

where the effects are not as noticeable to humans. But some 

researchers suspect those effects could trickle down into the 

lower layers, where weather happens. In general, recent re-

search has been building a case that the sun has a slightly 

bigger influence on Earth's climate than most theories have 

predicted. Atmospheric wild cards, such as UV radiation, 

could be part of the explanation, said the University of 

Southampton's Lockwood.  

In the meantime, he and other experts caution against relying 

on future solar lulls to help mitigate global warming. "There 

are many uncertainties," said Jose Abreu, a doctoral candi-

date at the Swiss government's research institute Eawag. "We 

don't know the sensitivity of the climate to changes in solar 

intensity. 

In my opinion, I wouldn't play with things I don't know."  

Peter Davies  ZS6IQ 

  

  HAM HUMOR  
Ham 1 -- Hey I hear Old Mega mouth is retiring  

               from ham Radio 

Ham 2 -- Yeah I heard him say that before 

Ham 1 -- I know, but this time INCASA said it!  

  Packet BBS message  Status change ?? 

 
Q -If I make a mistake and  mark a BBS Bulletin as 

Killed, can I rectify my mistake and take the "K" 

away, then re view it. 

A -Yes it is possible to do as you want to.  First run  

Winpack and into Read Bulls. Find the bulletin 

you've deleted and has the letter K at the start of the 

line. 

Next,  Hold down your Control Key and click on the 

line with the K. The K  should now disappear so re-

lease the Control key and again  click  on the same 

line to mark it for download. A * should now appear.  

Job done! 

The  file will again be downloaded from your  BBS  

the  next  time  you connect to it for a Auto BBS  

session. 

  

 

 

 

STOLEN  MAY 09 

Make: Kawasaki, 100cc 2-stroke Motor Bike 

(1983 model...26 years old!) . 

Colour: Red petrol tank, and side covers. 

Single drivers seat, (black) with chrome carrier. 

Registration number: CLG 711 EC. 

Engine number: G7E646721. 

Helmet was with the bike, colour Navy blue. 

 IF found (or it’s pieces) return to Andy ZR2ACJ. 

CQ CQ  LOOKING 

FOR A BIKE,  

NOT A QSO 

 An Illegal Morse Beacon has been heard on or around 

07.054 Mhz. It is Illegal because the operator does not give 

his call sign. He/she is “Protesting” to Val ZS2VJJ who is 

running a 50 mill watt beacon on the same frequency. He is 

demanding that Val’s beacon be moved to a lower frequency 

or he will continue with his Unidentified beacon in protest.  

Be that what it may, this is not the way to deal with Ham 

grievances. Come on guy’s sort it out the correct way. 



TREASURER 

 Nico Cloete - ZS2NC 

H - 043 7210443 

W - N/A 

C- 083 - 7621904       

nicoc@ananzi.co.za 

Note: The Editor nor any club member shall be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or 

drawing contained in this newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, 

any committee member or other members of the Club. 

If  copyright is infringed,  it is not  intentional but, is published as a  free service to Amateur Radio operators 

and friends and is free, not for profit or gain. 

The Border Radio Club holds monthly General Meetings every third Tuesday of the month at The Gatehouse, 

Eskom’s Sunilaws Office Park, Quenera Drive, Beacon Bay at 19:30 for 19:45.  

Anyone  and everyone is welcome to attend.  

The Club can be contacted via e-mail at ivan3@telkomsa.net. 

Listen to our Sunday bulletin at 07:45 on 145. 650 Mhz. FM Local, and relays on 145. 675 Mhz. FM, 

3.575 Mhz. FM and 7. 074 Mhz LSB. 

 HON. LIFE MEMBERS 
ZS2BV  Trevor Foxcroft  

 

 

 

 

ZS2KW  Ken  Wood 

CHAIRMAN 

Anthony Forteath - ZS2BQ 

H - 043 7411686 

W - 043 7032032 

C - 0837758880 

anthony.forteath@eskom.co.za 

 

SECRETARY 

Ivan Newman - ZS2ILN 

H  - 043 7269013 

W - 7021151 

C - 0828258512 

newmanil@telkom.co.za 

 

 MEMBER 

Phil Sorensen - ZS2NP     

H - 043 7261689    

W - N/A 

C - 0727244923         

 philzs2np@absamail.co.za        

 

 MEMBER 

Fred Pike - ZS2AP 

H - 043 -7270744     

W - 0823741265      

C -  0823741265  

alfredp@telkomsa.net 

BRC COMMITTEE 

EDITOR  
ZS2ABF Peter Tottle 

Please send your magazine  

contributions to:- 

zs2abf@vodamail.co.za 

Phone: 04 3 7452716 

Cell:    0835458568 
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